By Kim Gardner
Lack of cohesion and a
common identity among gays
hampers all their organizations
and projects.
That was the message
Rodger Brooks gave during his
talk Thursday night in the
Guadalupe Room of the Student
Union. The Gay Student Union
sponsored the talk which drew
about 50 people.
Brooks,
administrative
assistant of the now defunct Gay
Education Switchboard, was
accompanied by Peg (’ruikshank,
resources coordinator of the
switchboard.
The closing of the San
Fransisco switchboard, because
of lack of funds, is just the ’tip of
the iceberg" showing a lack of
gay unity according to Brooks.
After two months in
operation and over 5,000 phone
calls, the Gay National
Education Switchboard in San
Francisco has had to turn off the
board and close its doors.
The switchboard opened in
October of this year with a tollfree number that anyone
anywhere in the continental U.S.
could call to talk about their "gay
feelings."
Seven staff members and 60
trained volunteers manned the
phone lines
from
noon to
midnight.
The switchboard, designed
by Chicagoan David Palmer who
had organized a similar switchboard for runaway teens, was
launched with a $33,000 fund from
the Human Rights Foundation in
San Francisco.
But lack of funds from the
government,
philanthropic
organizations, and from gays
themselves, put a stanglehold on
the switchboard. It’s that last
fact that particularly bothers
Brooks. Even worse, its only the
Llastest failure of a gay project.
Brooks spoke of the need for

Speaker laments lack of unity
in gay community prolects
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Rodger Brooks and Peg Cruikshank, both of the now -defunct Gay
Education Switchboard in San Francisco, speak to the Gay
more financial support for gay
out money for gay causes."
causes, especially from gays
"Tell us about it," sarthemselves.
castically stated one audience
"The bulk of it needs to come
member.
from gay people," Brooks said.
Brooks did.
The activists for civil rights
"Unlike many upper class
during the ’60s were tapping into
people who are habitually giving
white guilt. That guilt doesn’t
money for gays.
exist today. You won’t get money
"No matter how much money
a gay has, a gay is never acfrom the middle and upper class.
cepted...so they (gays) spend it
They’re not going to want to shell

Student Union. The financial failure of the switchboard, according
to Brooks, exemplifies the lack of gay cohesiveness and support.
"We’ve
seen
gay
on a new carpet or something.
The money gets spent, but it’s not
organizations come and go, come
channeled to our brothers and
and go," said Cruikshank.’ One
sisters," Brooks said.
pops ups, lasts a year, then it’s
"We have to start conveying
gone. A lot of people express that
that we’re a group," said one
in volunteering or contributing to
audience member. "We have to
gay causes that they want
organize people to think that
something stable. Gay life is so
we’re all in the same boat.
transitory."
Otherwise,
"People are basically putting
we’re
all
inout for a service they feel they’ll
dividuals."

never use They feel there’s other \
ways to deal with your problems
than picking up a phone," Brooks
said in explaining one reason for
the lack of donations the switchboard received from gay s.
According to Brooks, the
switchboard is $4,000-$6,000 in
debt.
Though the switchboard
staff, many of whom no longer
receive salaries, is physically
and emotionally exhausted. -my
top priority is to go out debt free
and not harm the credit rating of
Brooks
the gay coriununit
said.
During its two months of
operation, the switchboard
received a variety of calls, according to Cruikshank. Problems
heard ranged from harassment
have
to one’s lover leaving, to
this friend..." Of course, she said,
the switcboard received the usual
number of calls asking where the
best gay "hot spots- and bars
were, she said.
What surprised Cruikshank
was the number of calls received
from gays in large cities who still
felt isolated and lonely even
though there were numerous gay
organizations in that city.
received
Cruikshank
numerous calls from gays
lamenting the lack of a particular
service or organization. When
callers called in with such
laments, she encouraged them to
start such a project.
One man in Texas spoke of
the need for a gay youth counseling service. She encouraged
him to start one. Another man
phoned in with the idea of gay
literature in Braille.
But despite its popularity, the
switchboard is no more.
Cruikshank is hopeful that funds
will once again come in and the
switchboard can be started up
once again.
"I think we were just ahead
of our time," she lamented.
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India’s ’untouchables’ remain lowest on ladder
’As in all systems of social
stratification, ... people at the
bottom do the work, while the
one’s at top reap the rewards.’

James Freeman

By John Jones
Try to imagine leading a life
where no one talks to you, will let
you enter public buildings, or tries to
engage in any interaction other than
to avoid you.
Although such oppression
sounds unlikely in this day and age,
there exists a group of people who

must endure this type of life.
They are known as the untouchables, living in India on the
lowest step of
the social caste
system, and are virtually ignored by
their sooiety, according to James
Freeman, professor and chairman
of the SJSU Anthropology Department.

Although India has made the
caste system, under which the
concept
of
an
untouchable
flourished, unconstitutional,
Freeman said, the untouchables are
still subjugated throughout the
country.
Sixteen percent of India’s
population, according to Freeman,

are
untouchables,
or
ex untouchables.
The
unconstitutionality of the caste system
has opened up special provisions for
these people.
Untouchables may now eat in
restaurants, and are represented, by
another untouchable, in parliament.
However, in some of the smaller

Campus veteran remembers roots
By Katherine Hamilton
As time goes on, SJSU changes.
To the many who spend four or six
years on the campus, the changes
seem minute. But to Walt Fox they
are tremendous.
Fox retires this month after
working more than 22 years as
SJSU’s coordinator of audio-visual
facilities, but his roots go much
deeper here than that.
"I went to second grade in what
is now Building R, you see," he said.
"I even remember the principal’s
name ... Miss Adams.
"The campus was fairly sparse
then. It was called Washington
Square and it ran from Fourth to
Seventh streets, and was bordered
by San Fernando on one side and San
Carlos on the other."
The campus at the time housed
Normal Training School and
educated only a couple thousand
students, he continued.
With time, the school changed
first to San Jose Teachers College
then to San Jose State College, and
the student body jumped in number.
The campus began to take over
Fox’s
surrounding buildings.
childhood home, grade school and
secondary school were moved aside
to allow for the growth.
"It the campus) used to have
an absolutely beautiful quad," Fox
reflected. "It had an arcade ... a
four-way opening which went all
around. Downtown, San Antonio
road extended right up to the
campus into the quad."
But the biggest change according to Fox is in the students.
"There’s no spirit at all on
campus in my book," he commented. "Even with losing teams we
enjoyed them ... I think they were
resigned to the fact it was a sport,
win or lose.
"Nobody, tolerates a loss
anymore," ho

Furthermore, he added,
students approach school with a
very different attitude than in 1934
when he was an engineering student
at San Jose Teachers College.
"Students are more career
oriented than they were back then,"
Fox observed. "They have a specific
goal in mind from the time they
arrive.
"I would have hated to be a
student now," he commented.
"Students today are so serious and
programmed," he added.
On the other hand, Fox observed, students are better informed
and more involved than in his days
on campus.
"I think students are more
widely read," he explained. "Then
there’s television which covers a
very wide latitude of news going
on.
But according to Fox, the best
change the campus has made was
becoming a university.
"Anybody coming here and
getting a degree from this university
has a lot more clout than he did
receiving a degree from San Jose
Teachers College," he remarked.
"It has widened what it offers to a
broader place.
"It used to be a college
education was acme and a
university was pluperfect," he
explained. "Now a college degree is
equal to a high school diploma. The
university is where the college used
to be."
The added prestige of being a
university also attracts a wider
spectrum of students, according to
Fox.
But, he lamented, the climb in
population has forced the university
to turn to committees to solve
problems. According to Fox,
committees just slow decisionmaking down and complicate the
whole process

Quite often, he continued,
committees use committees as a
crutch.
"It’s a bad way to get things
done," he commented.
Fox attended high school at San
Jose High School which was located
on San Fernando Street between
Fourth and Seventh streets.
Following high school, he attended college but never finished.
He eventually found himself in the

Army Air Force flying B-24’s.
Aviation is still one of his loves, he
said, and he could spend a large part
of his time talking about planes and
flying.
In 1956, he applied for a job in
the SJSU Engineering Department
but there were no openings at the
time. There was, however, an immediate opening in the Instructional
Resource Center. The job couldn’t
be finer, he admits, and he subsequently declined an offer for a job

in engineering in favor of it.
Following his retirement at the
end of the year, he plans to work
around the house and yard until
June when his wife, Marcia, retires.
Then, according to Fox, the fun
begins.
He has purchased a van and
hopes to travel around the United
States.
"I want to put my feet in all the
places I’ve only seen from the air,"
said.
he
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Audio/Visual Coordinator Walt Fox, retiring after 22 years at SJSU, believes the biggest change on
campus during his tenure has been the students. Students, according to Fox, have become more
serious and "programmed" though more informed and activist oriented. He’s glad he’s not a student
today, Fox said, and is planning to spend his retirement in cross country travel with his wife.

villages, Freeman noted, the untouchables are still shunned by
society.
"As in our own country, there is
a gap between law and behavior,"
Freeman said.
Freeman studied for a total of
three and a half years in the Indian
village of Orissa. There Freeman
studied the economic and social
conditions of the village, and
collected life histories, or oral
autobiographies, of the people who
lived there.
Freeman’s first trip to India was
in the early 1960’s. He returned in
1970 to see what changes had taken
place in the village.
It was during his second trip
that Freeman collected the Life
history of an untouchable.
Freeman used a third person in
his interviews with the untouchable,
a man named Muli, in order to make
certain he was obtaining the right
translation of his conversations.
The third person was important,
Freeman explained, since Muli used
many low-caste euphemisms which
Freeman said he was unaccustomed
to.
Muli, according to Freeman,
was a "masterful storyteller, who
could tell stories in an episodic
manner."
Freeman’s book, "Untouchable,
An Indian Life History," which is
now in production, is the first life
history of an untouchable, Freeman
siad.
The untouchable, however,
according to Freeman no matter
how ignored and abused by the
society, is "the person who keeps the
economy going.
"As in all systems of social
stratification," Freeman noted,
"one finds there are different
rewards, and people at the bottom
do the work, while the ones at the top
reap the rewards."
The parents of an untouchable
were also untouchables, according
to Freeman, which accounts for
their continuation within the society.
The book, which took Freeman a
year to write, was undertaken at the
Center for Advance Study in
Behavioral Science at Stanford.
Freeman, who has been at SJSU
since 1967, will be teaching a course
on life histories during the spnng
semester.
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Insufficient punishment given
to athletic department ’child’
years. SJSU can only offer room,
board, a television set, good grades
and a pat on the back.
USC, Stanford, UCLA and other
wealthy universities will be able to
recruit all the top athletes based on
gifts and not on academic greatness.
Schools like SJSU. UOP and
Slippery Rock will be left with table
scraps.

By Dan Miller
Psychologists hy pothesize that
(hildren can be emotionally scarred
when left unpunished after making a
mistake.
One has to wonder about the
emotional stability of the Athletic
Department, guilty of a mistake, but
left unpunished by the PCAA parent.
A PCAA Compliance Committee
’investigated" allegations that their
child had been naughty.
Mom and dad then announced
that their child had no general
disregard for the rules" and was
guilty only of ’insignificant"
recruiting violations.
According to the parent, their
child said he had given himself a
private reprimand and the parent is
satisfied with that action.
Apparently the parents carry a
big stick, but it doesn’t reach all the
way from Anaheim where the parent
lives. to San Jose.
D.

By Lori Hayes
San Francisco’s suicide
prevention line received a marked
increase in phone calls last week,
since the deaths of Peoples Temple
cult members, Rep. Leo Ryan, and
San Francisco’s Mayor George R.
Moscone and Supervisor Harvey
Milk.
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Editorial comments and cartoons in newspapers ( i.e. Spartan
Daily) are naturally critical of the
events. The comments are unfortunately, however, over weighted
with cynical overtones about human
nature.

The reason it took so long for the
parent to decide what action to take,
was because they were undecided as
to whether the department should be
sent to its room or not receive any
desert.
The NCAA Enforcement
Department played the role of the
typical grandparent, keeping its
nose out of how the parent is handling their children.
-We have over 200 cases to look
into already," said a spokesperson
for the NCAA.
We have the right to not comment on whether or not we received
a report from the PCAA and we
don’t have to say what action if any
we are going to take.
When the grandparent isn’t
speaking, and the parent believes in
the child and lets the child punish
himself and the child refuses to
comment on the situation, an outsider might assume the following:
Perhaps the child told his
parents he had reprimanded himself, but really didn’t.
The PCAA doesn’t have as
much power as everyone thinks,
t would someone else punish their
kid if they had won the league title
the past three of four seasons?
Would the Pac-10 be bold
enough to recommend their pride
and joys like USC be placed on
probation if they had made a
mistake? No. That’s absurd.
Finally, could it be the NCAA
really doesn’t give a damn. They
have over 200 grandkids to investigate. That’s a lot of paperwork.
Assuming all this, then it must
be okay for the different teams to
make recruiting violations and offer
free gifts and other benefits.
Perhaps we can have a free
agent market for college athletes,
similar to those in professional
sports.
Players the caliber of SJSU
linebacker Frank Manumaleuna
might decide to play for USC instead
of SJSU.
USC can offer room, board,
sportscars and $200,000 for four

Such events are, of course, quite
tragic and inexcusable. Depression
and cynicism are not, however, the
best ways of coping with such
negative events. Such attitudes only
contribute to further negativity.
A cynic believes, "Do onto
others before they do onto you."
Those who are forever
depressed over the world situation
are waiting for the end.
This is not to excuse what
happened in San Francisco last
week or in Jonestown two weeks
ago. This is not to excuse the Hillside
strangler, the skid row slayings, or
other crimes already committed or
waiting to be committed. But, life
must continue despite all of this.
Certainly we should all be aware
of what goes on in the world.
However, as individuals we cannot
bear the guilt and responsibility for
the world’s evils. As individuals we
are only responsible for the deeds we
ourselves perform, not all the wrong
doing that exists in the world.
It is hard to take those who
constantly fret about what the world
is coming to today. All day they sit at
home and do nothing. The depressed
and negative do nothing to bring
about positive change. They’d
rather complain.
The positive thinkers are the
activists. They organize. They act.
They help bring about change. They
accept responsibility for their own
lives.
Life’s situations do not just
happen. We make them happen.
The depressed, paranoid, and
cynical expect the worst to fall upon
them. They do not trust people. In
their perverse way they gloat in
misfortune, theirs and the world’s.
These are the miserable.

As cities grow denser, these
untrusting individuals will get more
miserable, and more depressed, and
more cynical, and more paranoid
over each crime, each problem in
the world, over their own lives.
The road to happiness for these
people is the adoption of a new attitude. They must accept responsibility for what happens in their
ves.
They should be concerned with
what happens in other peoples lives,
but they should not burden themselves with the misfortunes of others
to the point of losing faith in
humanity. Rather, if they desire
change, they should act with others
to bring about the desired change.
If they choose not to adopt a
better attitude towards life, they
should walk quietly and let the rest
enjoy.
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TIME TO RENDER UNTO 11-4E SHAN

By Don McCarthy
Affirmative action is a national
policy which comes out of the civil
rights movements of the ’60s and
early ’70s. The spirit of the struggle
of Martin Luther King Jr., Malcom
X, the feminists and others is the
reason for the program, which is
now the law of the land.
Presumably, some of that spirit
of human equality should pervade
the implementation of affirmative
action. But a spirit cannot be written
into law. Pockets of concern still
exist, but the spirit is generally
absent in this country.
It is also absent in the SJSU
affirmative action program. In fact,
despite the diligent work of a few,
th. spirit was never here.
Last spring’s Affirmative Action
Report acknowledges that some
progress has been made at SJSU on
behalf of minorities and women.
But the history of the program
here has too often been one of
combativeness, laxness and injudiciousness.
The combativeness came
mainly from former SJSU President
John Bunzel, who maintained
certain aspects of affirmative action
were unconstitutional.

In 1974 Bunzel addressed a
House of Representatives education
sub-committee on the subject. He
said a "results-oriented" view of
affirmative action tends to consider
race and sex in choosing among job
applicants (race is a legal hiring
consideration under Bakke, and
results in discrimination against
males and whites. Bunzel did not
explain how whites or any majority
can discriminate against itself.

qualified." !Otherwise known as
"benign neglect").
Bunzel was of the latter group,
which may be one of the reasons the
SJSU affirmative action policy, in
existence since 1968, was not enforced until 1974.
As late as Nov. 1974, the then
newly ’appointed affirmative action
coordinator, Steve Faustina, said
the university would have been
found in non-compliance of af-

This is the first of two segments by Spartan Daily reporter Don McCarthy
examining SJSU’s affirmative action program

Affirmative action means different things to different people. For
some it means preferred hiring of an
affirmative action candidate when
two applicants are of basically equal
merit.
Others contend it requires
"aggressive
recruiting
and
promotion," of minorities and
women. This is done through intensive searching for qualified affirmative action applicants and
encouragement and aid through
training programs for minority
employees.
The other main view is one of
"casting the net widely" or non-discriminatory hiring of the "best

firmative action laws if a review
was conducted.
Phil Trounstein, now a reporter
for the San Jose Mercury/News,
covered affirmative action for the
Daily in the 1974-75 school year. In
an opinion piece at the time, he
wrote, "what is striking about
Bunzel’s proposals is that none of
them requires the university to be
anything more than passive about
400 years of injustice."
As top man at SJSU, Bunzel’s
attitude and outspokeness had a
negative effect on affirmative action
during his tenure.
According to Faustina, most
university deans are Bunzel ap-
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Teenage view of Prop 13
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I guess psychologists are right.
Not punishing a child can lead to
emotional and, perhaps, physical
scars.

Fretting does nothing,
attitude change needed
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The SJSU football team may
someday become extinct as has
happened already at UC-Santa
Barbara. SJSU’s football attendance
is already down.
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As an incoming high school
sophomore at Willow Glen High, I
feel that Proposition 13 has taken its
toll on teachers here but
everywhere. It has changed their
attitudes toward their jobs but above
all, their attitude toward students.
The teachers have a right to be
upset with prop. 13, but it is over and
done with and they must learn to
cope with this fact. The cuts have
been made and the teachers will
have to give it their best. Instead,
the teachers are doing just enough to
get by, nothing more.
The class sizes are ridiculous. It
is hard enough for teachers to
control twenty five students in a
class much less than thirty five or
forty. That is ten to twelve percent
more papers to correct per class.
I’m sick of hearing about prop.
13 and its damage to the budget. The
teachers are taking our time to tell
of their plight as teachers. The
principal stated at the opening
assembly that "I’m sorry, but
you’re starting high school at the
wrong time." That certainly is not
our fault. It’s like it was acrime to
have been born in 1962 or 1963.
At fifteen and not able to vote I
seem to be rebounding all my
teachers’ frustrations and anger due
to Prop. 13. Is it fair to direct this
anger to the students? Before Prop.
13 teachers seemed to take an interest in students’ academic as well
as emotional problems. Now they

just don’t seem to care This year it
has almost taken teachers a month
to even remember names. Granted,
there were more names to
remember but the effort was not
there.
There are teachers taking prop.
13 in their stride and not giving up
hope. These people, so few, are the
finest, most professional teachers.
Prop. 13 has taken jobs away
from men and women supporting
families. Prop. 13 was needed for tax
relief, but it shouldn’t sacrifice
childrens’ education or get people
bounced out of jobs. Budget cuts
have to be made, but in the right
places.
I’m not passing the buck. No one
should be affected as badly as we
have been. The cuts should begin
with the top man who sits behind his
big desk in an air conditioned office,
signing papers all day. The janitor
who works for every dime gets the
door held open for him as begets the
ax. The same big man continues to
sit behind the desk and push papers.
Adults should take care of the
teenager and listen because we have
something to say. Some one, some
where has to take the time to listen. I
hope they listen soon, because the
teenager of today is the world of
tomorrow.
name withheld

pointees and have reflected his
views.
"Most deans have not been
totally committed to affirmative
action, but have been reactionary,"
he said.
Early this semester, Faustina
commented that minorities at SJSU
were disatisfied with Bunzel to the
point of apathy and "they would
have been surprised to see a strong
affirmative action policy."
SJSU’s laxness resulted in HEW
requiring the university establish
goals and timetables in 1975 due to
the degree to which the faculty was
under-representative in minorities
and women relative to the nationwide availability. .
The Affirmative Action Report
released last spring concluded the
employment status of women and
minorities at SJSU has changed
very little since 1974. Bunzel refused
to release the report for four months.
"Bunzel wanted something that
said we were doing wonderful
things," Faustina remarked.
Not only statistics, but individual cases indicate the
university has not done wonderful
things for minorities. At least 10
cases of possible individual or group
discrimination have been made
public in the past four years.
In two cases, lawsuits were filed
against the university. One is
pending in federal court.
In one instance, the president’s
office found discrimination had
occurred in the filling of an accountant job. In another case, the
search process for the associate
athletic director job was reopened
after it had been filled following a
review by Faustina.
That is the pretty picture of the
last four years. It adds up to injudiciousness.
Now, admittedly we have new
possibilities with SJSU President
Gail Fullerton’s administration.
Fullerton’s position and the
future of SJSU affirmative action
will be examined tomorrow.
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sports
Fencers romp;
record now 9-0
By Mike Barnhart
Spurred
by
an
awesome team effort from
the women foilists, and an
exceptional intercollegiate
debut by Michael Vogel,
SJSU’s fencing team
clobbered UC-Santa Cruz,
35-1, Friday in WG 101.
The victory improved
the Spartans, Northern
California Athletic Conference record to 9-0.
Hope Konecny, Joy
Ellingson and
Diane
Knoblach all easily won
three bouts for a 9-0
triumph in women’s foil.
by Alessarrdro Be’, rr,

Eddie Baza (on top) puts a hold on an opponent during a recent match. Baza scored pins in his first two
matches before losing matches to Stanislaus State’s and Cal Poly’s grapplers.

Grapplers do well in tourney
By Mike Barnhart
All-America hopeful Robert McDowell successfully
defended his crown and a trio of freshmen did a " helluva
job" leading SJSU’s wrestling team to third place in the
22nd Annual Mumby Invitational Saturday in Spartan
Gym.
SJSU, which travels to San Francisco State
University 7:30 p.m. tomorrow for a dual meet with the
Gators, totaled 40 points in the 10-team tourney. Winner
CSC-Bakersfield finished with 60 and Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo was second with 43.
The expected field of 13 was reduced when CSUHayward, Stanford and Humboldt State University never
arrived.
McDowell, who claimed the 150-pound division in 1977,
had little problem retaining his title. He pinned his first
three opponents with relative ease and registered lopsided
decisions over two of his other three foes.
The toughest match for the 5’7 senior was against
freshman teammate John Peregrina, who placed fourth.
McDowell edged the upstart, 8-4.
McDowell took progressively less time in recording
the pins. He slammed UC-Berkeley’s Mike Wignot to the
mat 1:15 into the second period, disposed of CSUSacramento’s Travis Townsy 25 seconds into the match,
and toppled CSU-Chico’s Dan Magnuson in 17.
Spartan Duane Harris captured second in the 190division. He lost to champion Steve Draper, of Bakersfield, 4-3 in his final match.
Harris pinned Clayton Cone, of Cal, and Stuart
Felker, of Cal Poly, and he decisioned Jesus Aboytes, of
SFS, Jarl Grunseth, of Sacramento, and third placer
Brent Causey, of Biola.
Marty I Ackwood ( 118) and Ken Klein ( 177 ) took thirds
and Eddie Baza (126), Brian Strock (142), Peregrina and
Mike Bowron ( 167 ) garnered fourths to aid the SJSU effort.
Spartan fifth place finishers were Wayne Jones (118),
Matt Crawford (126), Mike Snipes (SJ I and Guy Heath
( HWT ).
James Rey was sixth at 177.
"I thought our freshmen did one helluva job," SJSU
head coach T.J. Kerr said of Jones, Baza and Peregrina.
"That’s the best job I’ve seen by freshmen in quite
awhile."
Jones sandwiched losses to Bakersfield’s John
Smithson who ended second, and Lockwood around a pair
of super-superior decisions. He pounded Biola’s Peter
Martin, 22-1, and decked Chico’s Perry Watson, 22-5.

Baza scored pins in his first two matches before
dropping decisions to Stanislaus State’s Frank Clementi
( sixth place) and Cal Poly’s Tad Overmire (second).
Before his loss to McDowell, Peregrina notched three
straight decisions. He would have finished third, if he had
beaten Bakersfield’s Martin Maciel, who eventually took
third. Peregrina lost, 8-2.
Klein, a junior, was a surprise at 177, according to
Kerr.
"That’s probably the best he’s ever wrestled," Kerr
said.
Klein won three of four matches, before losing to
winner Randy Coste, of Cal, and runnerup Bill Choate, of
Bakersfield.

Santa Cruz’s squad of
Kathy Krusen. Katie
Torres and Terri Holland
was no match for the
Spartans and registered
only one touch during the
nine bouts. Holland scored
the touch against Konecny
"It was a massacre,"
coach Michael D’Asaro
said of the tournament. "I
expected it to be much
closer than this, but we
were really up for it."
SJSU won 9-0 in both
the men’s foil and sabre
divisions, and triumphed 81 in epee.
Vogel, a substitute for
Scott ICnies in the final
sabre contest, surprised

Cagers snap streak
basketball
SJSU’s
team defeated Wichita
State University 82-80
Saturday night to win the
consolation game of the
Fiesta Classic at Tempe,
Ariz.
Wally Rank sank two
free throws with four
seconds remaining in
overtime to give the
Spartans their first road
victory since March of
1977.
That span covered 19
games.
Guard Michael Mendez
led SJSU with 18 points in
the win over WSU, and the
6-3 sophomore was named
to the all-tournament team.
The Spartans opened
the tournament against the
host team, Arizona State
University. The Sun Devils,
led by guard Blake Taylor,
who connected on 10 of 11
shots from the floor,

gunned down the Spartans
89-74.
In the other first round
Mexico
New
game,
University defeated WSU
championship
and for the
of the Fiesta Classic ASU
outlasted New Mexico’s
Lobos, 104-100.
In the Spartan’s win in
the consolation game,
SJSU trailed most of the
contest, including 76-70

with nearly four minutes
left in the game.
The Spartans went into
a zone defense and shutout
the
Shockers
the
remainder of regulation.
game
the
The Spartans tied
at 76 to force the overtime.
SJSU will continue on
the road as it travels to
Iowa State University
Thursday night and to
North Dakota University
Saturday night.

1
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The Mammoth
Winter Carnival

with a win in his first
competition. He defeated
John Selby, 5-0.
"I was very nervous
when I went out there,"
Vogel said after his bout,
"but after the first touch I
settled down a little bit."

Space is limited
Sign-up kola%

Vogel. who is enrolled
in a Human Performance
fencing class, was "just
being tested," D’Asaro
said. "I just was trying him
out and he did a good job."
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Massialas
Greg
breezed through three
bouts without being
touched to pace the men’s
foil
victory.
Bobby
Thompson and Carlos
Uribe also swept a trio of
bouts.

sit

(0 GRAND OPENING

alvert tompany

11

John Myrden and
Peter Schifrin both took
three bouts, leading the
Wayne
squad.
epee
Behrens won two.
Ron Langer had the
inauspicious distinction of
being the lone SJSU loser.
He was defeated by
Randall Kostick, 5-1.

Specializing in
frames, photo
reproductions and
handcrafted pine
furniture.

gki

Spartan Daily
University Community
Since 1934

Unique Christmas
gifts. Over 300
items in stock.
Come on over and
browse around.

Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California. Member of
California Newspaper Publishers Association and the Associated Press. Published daily by
San Jose State University, during the college year. The opinions expressed in the paper are
not necessarily those of the
Associated Students, the University Administration or the Department of Journalism and Advertising. Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder of
semester basis. Full academic
year, $9. Each semester, $4.50.
Off-campus price per copy, 10
cents. Phone 717-3181. Advertising 277-3171. Printed by Suburban Newspaper Publication,
Inc.

LEVITATION’S
PRE-CHRISTMAS
DOLLAR SALE

Bring in this ad
fora 10% discount

R.J. Calvert Co.
330 Keyes St.

(off of 70,’

San Jose

12-6 fues-Fn
Open: 10-5 Sat

297-2423

BUY ONE
...the

SECOND

ENROLL IN AMERICAS
LARGEST MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM.

a

I? s

ONE DOLLAR

Becoming an officer in
today’s Army - which also
includes the Army Reserve
and Army National Guard requires getting the right
kind of management and
leadership training
Mat’s the hest way to
get it! By enrolling in
America’s largest management training program Army ROTC
In the Army ROTC
program. you’ll acquire discipline of mind and spirit.
and the ability to perform
under pressure We call it
learning what it takes to lead
It’ll pay off. too First.
during your last two years of
college, when you’ll start
receiving up to $1,000 a year
And. most of all, on
graduation day, when you
receive a commission along
with a college degree
For more infiirmat ion
call Chris Clarke at
277-2985 or go to
Rm. 310, MacQuarrie Hall.

TONS OF PANTS
MOVIN’ ON CORDS
BRUSHED DENIMS
trZU PRE -WASHED SEVERAL STYLES
LADY WRANGLERS
MANY MORE

Mix 8 Match from a
wide assortment of
Guys 11 Gals colors,
styles & fatyics.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT
IT -MIS 10 LEAD.

It is not too late to
enroll in our program
for spring semester.
Our course in U.S. Defense Establishment analyzes the mission and roles
of the Department
of Defense.
Come see about our
financial assistance and
scholarship program for
SJSU Students.
Check it out today!

.

Knies defeated the
other two Santa Crur
fencers, Richard Rollo and
Dave Gardner. Spartans
Donny Andrews and Rich
Martinez both claimed
three bouts.

OPEN TONITE ’91
SJS Students receive 5.

DISCOUNT

DAILY 10 to 9
SUN. 11 to 7
I D

Corner of 5th & Santa Clara
One Block From Campus
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Good year for spikers Satre
Keith Kropp
It isn’t common to find a former model turned athlete,
but that is the case with SJSU junior Sonya Satre, starting
middle blocker for the Spartan volleyball team.
Satre, who got into modeling through a sewing class
she took at Clayton Valley High School in Concord, was
succcessful in that endeavor, once placing third in a
fashion show. Her quest into athletics has aLso been highly
rewarding.
One of her high points in athletics occurred one week
ago when the Spartan spikers placed fourth in the
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
Regionals at CC-Davis. The team qualified for the
Nationals which begin Thursday. In the Regionals, Satre
was named to the All -tournament team.
"1 was surprised to get that award. I feel that it is a
team award though. I could nu( have won it if it were not
for the rest of the team," Satre explained.
The Spartans leave for Tuscaloosa, Ala. tomorrow to
play in the top women’s volleyball event of the season,
Nationals.
"I’m happy about going," Satre revealed. "It’s like a
dream. This is the first time that a team front Northern
(’alifornia has ever gone to Nationals and I know
coaches I Jane ( Ward t and Marti ( Brugler I have worked
for this for a longtime."
For a while during the critical CSU-Long Beach
match in Regionals, it looked like the Spartans would not
be going to nationals as they trailed throughout the match.
SJSU rallied to win the match and earn a trip to Alabama.
’Everybody wanted to go to Nationals. You could see

(,ffcr’S
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Designer Cuts

KMS

Cart
EasyStil

r44:11

3 5 S. FOURTH ST.

194-4086

1/2 block from SJSU

LOOKING FOR A
PLACE TO BEGIN?
Maybe you should look into the Peace Corps and
VISTA Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers are people
prett% much like you People with commitment and skills
life than lust
ho hate decided there must be more
bolding down a job

Bug Problems?

problems our Volunteers deal with both
here at home aren’t new, such as the cycle
’hat traps one generation after another
. te too busy holding on to get ahead. the
tiects of malnutrition and disease, education
t her too little or none skills that are lacking with
..itt, fo get them

Ti.

Try our
..;t t .1Iege training qualifies you to handle more ot
in than you might think, such as teaching
- lisalth practices. organizing communities to
- Hern, ranging from neighborhood stop signs
tiLlth tdten and tax reforms, advising small businesses.
t,troducing better agricultural techniques. building
lassrooms and roads or working on re -forestation
/srograms The number of jobs to do is enormous One of
it cot proof-1,pH%, lust fiislfskills and training

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
1
1
3
4
5

lineup
Set timing
Champ oil
Hes points
lubrocabon

6 Adnal brakes
Adiust rakes
8 3 001,13 (1 Oil
9 !dont carburetor
10 4 new spark plups

ONLY $ 2 5

The pat is nothing to write home about, but theftone thing we can promise you There will be plenty to
wrlie home about

Check compression
Check brake Huai-add
Check batters fludadd
(bed transmission
Huid add

11
11
13
14

uAx

SPARTAN MOBIL
294-1562

Look ontos the Peace Corps and VISTA There’s no
place to hegon

11th and San Carlos
PEACE CORPS/VISTA ON CAMPUS

HOURS:

MON-FRI 7:30-4:00

Or FE is GOOD FOP
All Buns
FatbaCkt.

STUDENT UNION

P.,

19Ii. buses. Nat man Ghia.

Spot., t.baek, And I’llro4 w.f. De<

i5. i00

CLOSED FOR HOLIDAYS FROM 12/16-1;1

Tues.-Thurs., Dec. 5-7, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

GO

All German parts included

r-SJSU Men’s & Women’s Intercollegiate Bowling Teams 1
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1.
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,NglEs FUNd
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8

RAISER TOURNEy
9

Open to all bowtors *sop. SJSU Team Monston

Squads .o /2 30 0 00

:

7
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Entry Fee

St 00 por parson
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3% of 110 men. 80% ol 210 woman)

bun von only ona price

it out there. It was our last chance to show that we could
do something. Now we can prove even more, depending on
how well we do at Nationals," Satre said.
Satre, a Human Performance major, has always been
active in athletics, whether it be on the volleyball court or
on the playing field.
Even though Satre got involved with modeling in high
school, she explained that "I just did not have the time to
pursue a career in that field. Besides, 1 was more interesed in sports."
Her sports career began in elementary school and
then to Clayton Valley High where she played volleyball,
basketball, track and softball. "I’ve played everything
but bowling and fencing."
Satre explained she became interested in sports on
her own but also said that she received a lot of encouragement from her parents, who she says never
missed seeing one of her games in high school.
Satre also has a sister, Sandi, who, like Sonya, is into
athletics. Sandi, a freshman, is a guard for the SJSU
women’s basketball team.
Satre indicated that her volleyball experience at SJSU
the last three years has been a learning experience,
especially her freshman year.
"When I played four years in high school I hardly got
any coaching. So, when I came here I did not even know
how to roll, dive or set.
"Actually I didn’t really enjoy my first year here. I
had to learn a lot all at once. There’s a lot of things you
have to be able to do on the court," Satre said.
This junior year for Satre has been a different one
because of her switch to middle blocker from outside
hitter, a position she started at last year.
"In the middle, it’s a lot faster and there is more
timing involved," Satre said, comparing the two
positions. "At middle you have to be sure to stay behind
the setter while at outside you approach the hit from
outside the court."
Looking at the blocking aspect, Satre stated that the
key is to go right up with the hitter and also to watch their
shoulders.
In addition to positions, Satre also discussed the
mental aspect of volleyball, a game acknowledged by

a
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Junior Sonya Satre will be one of the key players
for the Spartan volleyball team at Nationals.
many as very mentally demanding.
"There’s a lot of concentration arid you have to be
ready all the time. It takes a lot out of you. You can tell
when you’re not in the game when you don’t react as
quickly."
This week will be another big opportunity in Satre’s
athletic career, as the Spartans will be in the AIAW
volleyball Nationals.

Female cagers third at USF
Craig Hammack
SAN FRANCISCO
With an 85-68 victory over
USF Saturday night, the
SJSU Spartans captured
the consolation crown in
the Pro-Keds Women’s
Basketball Invitational
Tournament at USF’s
Memorial Gym.
SJSU lost to Brigham
Young University, 85-78,
Friday night while UCLA,
the defending National
champs, knocked off USF,
73-58, setting up Saturday’s
match-ups.
UCLA won the tournament by beating BYU 8779. The Bruins, led by
tourney MVP Dianne
Frierson and All-America
Denise Curry had a three
point lead with 1:50 left, but
pulled away when BYU
inexplicably went into a
zone defense, according to
Spartan assistant coach
Karen Johnson.
"I think both teams
were a little disappointed
after close losses last night
( Friday)," Spartan coach
Sharon Chatman said after
the SJSU-USF game.
"There was a bit of a
letdown mentally, and the
players were tired," she
added.
In jumping off to a 4125 half time lead, the
Spartans drew upon a

stretch came on a Wanda
breakaway
Thompson
layup following Banks’
rejection of a Don shot to
half court.
With the score at 52-37,
Bile committed her fourth
foul and six seconds later,
fouled out on an attempted
steal.
She left the game with
14 points and 10 rebounds
and all but took USrs
chance for winning with
her.
"She’s definitely the
key to their game,"
Chatman said, "but they
played well without her."
In the second half, USF
was outscored by only one,
44-43, and shot 50 percent,
but in the end the Spartan
depth proved too much.
"The whole bench did a
good job," Chatman said.
"Some of our starters
weren’t producing and I try
to play everyone anyway."

"combination of good
defense and poor USF
shooting," Chatman said,
to build their lead.
Shooting only 19 percent in the first half, the
Dons never got closer than
16 points in the first half
after SJSU opened up a 2710 lead.
Mary Hite, USF’s star
forward,
sophomore
described by the Don press
guide as "the most wellknown female basketball
Northern
in
player
California," and a member
of the U.S. national team,
led a second half spurt that
cut the lead to 12 at 43-31.
However, SJSU called
time and according to
Chatman, "regrouped."
They were passing the
ball weakside and we
weren’t putting enough
pressure on their forwards,
allowing them open shots,
she said.
After the time out, ratan center Elinor Banks,
followed in a missed layup,
was fouled, and converted
the free throw to up the
lead to 15.
Although USF again
cut the lead to 11, the
Spartans ran off six
straight points to retain a
lead which never again
dropped below 14.
The last basket in that

Trophy*, Brunswick LT -48
1st PLACE
and Columbia Yellow Dot Balls, and
Brunswick Pro II Bag (donated by THE
INSIDE LINE PRO SHOP at Saratoga
Lanes), and paid Pro -Am entry for the
PBA Ford Open at Mel’s Southshore
Bowl (donated by ARC’s MISSION
LANES)

In particular, reserve
center Sue Day, a junior,
had 17 points, hitting all
nine of her free throws.
Banks led the team
with 18 points and 13
rebounds.
In total, the Spartan
bench scored 38 points and
snared 24 of the team’s 51
rebounds.
Senior Lee Bernardino,

Mon., Dec. 4 -Fri., Dec. 8
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat.,

Dec.
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TO BE HELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH A MERCHANDISE DRAWING
TO RAISE FUNDS FOR THE

NATIONAL

a starter, helped put the
game away in the second
half by hitting four straight
baseline shots, all from the
same side and range, 15
feet.
"Those shots are part
of our offense," Chatman
noted. "USE didn’t pick her
up because they were
collapsing inside on Banks
and Day. When we’re
hitting, we keep shooting."
Bernardino’s fourth
basket in the stretch ( she
scored all her 13 points in
the second half) gave SJSU
a 20 point lead, 64-44, that
be
inproved
to
surmountable.
Unfortunately for the
Spartans, Friday’s game
was played against
Brigham Young, a team
shooting as hot as USF was
cold.
"I was proud of the
way we played against
BYU," Chatman said. "We
played well."
BYU played well too,
she said, and it’s tough to
beat a team that shoots 64
percent.
Particularly hot was
Cougar center Tina Gunn,
a 6-5 junior who scored 69
points in the first two
games of the season, She
hit for 28 points on 12 for 14
shooting and grabbed 13
rebounds against SJSU.
"I thought we contained her fairly well,"
Chatman said, "but they
got the ball to her when
they needed to and from
there..."
SJSU went ahead 26-16,
but BYU scored 11 straight
points to take the lead.
After taking a 39-38 halftime lead, the Cougars
never trailed.
"They broke our press
in the first half and we
missed a few layups,"
Chatman said.
(Continued on page 5)
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Divers shatter tourney records
The SJSU Men’s swim
team shattered the Far
Western Relays diving
records and finished
second in the tournament
as a team last weekend at
CSU-Chico.
CSU-Chico finished
first with 69 points followed
by SJSU with 59 points, UCDavis and Southern
Oregon. Rounding out the
eight teams were CSUHayward, CSU-Sacramento, San Francisco State
University and COP.
The SJSU swim team is
practicing now for the
Rainbow Tournament in
Hawaii.
The
tournament
features top teams from
around the nation, according to SJSU swim
coach Shone Azarfar, such
as UCLA, USC, Indiana

University and University
of Arizona.
At Chico, Spartan
divers Herb Brandt and
Steve Peckhan set new
tournament records for one
and three meter diving.

The Spartans had a
final mark of 280.85 in the
one meter relay diving
meter, breaking CSUHayward’s mark of 210.85.
In three meter relay
diving, the Spartans scored

261.15, slashing the
mark again set
Hayward 182.5.

old
by

short which pleased the
Spartan coach.

The Spartans finished
behind defending NCAA
Division II champs CSUChico, falling 10 points

In the 400 fly event,
Spartans Craig Wild from
Canada, Victor Ouslan of
Puerto Rico, Erin Solan a
transfer from Orange

SJSU captures consolation crown;
center Banks on all-tourney squad
(Continued from Page 41
Late in the game with the lead jockeying between 9
and 12 points, BYU beat the Spartan press several times
with long downcourt passes.
The clincher came with 1:23 left when Cheryl Cady
caught up to a long lead pass and layed it in in the same
motion, giving BYU an 82-71 lead.
"We tried everything on defense from person to
person to a full court zone press," Chatman pointed out,
"but they broke the press when they had to and we gave
them too may open shots."

Banks and sophomore point guard Wanda Thompson
were both saddled with foul trouble in the second half and
as Chatman said, "they’re the key to our team."
Only one Cougar hit less than 50 percent of their shots,
while the Spartan canned 46 percent.
Banks and sophomore guard Karen Mason led SJSU
with 20 points, while freshman forward Debbi Johnson
had 14.
Joining Banks on the all -tourney team were Hile,
Frierson, Curry and Gunn, who scored 40 in the loss to
UCI A.

Boot Week

Coast Junior College and
Nick Birchard placed
second in the event.

20%

A team of Bill McNullen, a junior transfer
from San Jose City College,
Craig Sihner, a sophomore,
Ed Fernandez of West
Valley and Ouslan finished
third in the 400 breaststroke.

off
on all boots
in stock

"The divers did a
superb job and already
qualify
for
could
nationals," said Azarfar.
"I think they might be the
best in the PCAA.

group’.
shoi, ,ilso
tor till% spe, 1,11
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"I was quite overjoyed," Azarfar added,
"especially when we’ve
been practicing in an indoor pool with a water
temperature of 85 degrees
and they had to compete in
an outdoor pool with the
water at 45 degrees."

"74 Sete
Zace
60S, 1st St., San Jose, CA 95113
292-4864

classifieds
announcements
.

uDENT
DENTAL
PLAN
ENROLL NOW!! For in
formation call A.S office or 371
6811

BALLET
New Fall Session at
Eufrazia School of Ballet
College age classes, near
campus. Beg.. Int., Adv. Come
see our new studio. 1461 Park
Ave S.J. 241 1300
PART TIME work. .Set your own
hours. Salaried while learning
business techniques. Earnings
from sales average 5400-5300
monthly. Call Dr. Jim Harper,
Co op Education Program at
277 3370, or Kevin Sullivan,
Marketing Director at (4001 2461991. New England Life, of
course! EEOC 5A/F.
’,JSU (Say Studint Union meets
every Thurs 30 50 people attend
any given meeting which are
usually held in the Student
Union. GSU provides a blend of
social and educational activities
designed to let gay people meet
and learn about themselves,
each other, and relevent social
issues. GSU is particularly
useful to the gay Person who is
just coming out or is new to the
area. You are not alone so don’t
stay apart. Be all you can be
attend!! All meetings are in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room at 81/m.
For events tape or referral call
298 GAYS.
THE SJSU SIERRA CLUB offers
outdoor activities and people to
Share thern with. Activities
include hiking, backpacking,
climbing, parties and cross
country skiing. Meetings are
Tuesdays at 7,30p.m. in the S.U.
10/31
Room.
Guadalupe
Halloween Party; 11/5 Angel
Sierra
11/11
or
18
Island:
Backpacking? 12/1 3 Backpacking, Skyline to sea
PILOTS and Student Pilots Don’t
get stuck with Hobbs time. Fly
wet tech and save BIG Money.
1975 Cessna ISO’s.
Example
513/hr. Least expensive way to
get that coveted pilot license and
fly with the eagles Largest club
In Calif. MANY SJSU members
and instructors. Call our Reid.
HIllview branch for full info.
Call Don now Gottschalk’s
Flight Center.923 4171.
MOPED WHAT 1$1-T77-VInd-Out 6
days a week at Medson’S
Mopeds, 87 S. Autumn St. 797
9425 South of Downtown DM
sun

YOU PICKED A FINE TIME ’.0
ADOPT ME LUCILLE. You’re
really a beauty. Lucille. Nice
gay fur with orange markings.
Almond eyes. And you’re the
most loving cat I’ve ever known.
But they don’t allow pets in this
apartment. And 1 hare to travel
sometimes a week at a time. So
please take your cat box and the
food I bought you and find
another good home. I’ll miss
you, sweetheart. bull just can’t
hold on to you now. Call Prof.
Stewart. 995.1058
SNOW is an its way so pet ready to
ski with SJSU SKI CLUB. Upcoming happenings include 1st
SKI CLUB TRIP to Alpine
Meadows and Sugar Bowl Dec 9
and 10. Weekend trips with us
are the cheapest way to have a
great time skiing. so sign-up at
the Club table. Beginners are
invited to come try this exciting
sport. On Nov 21
Dick
Barrymore will present his
latest film "Wild Skis" at the
Center for Performing Arts,
tickets are available at the Club
table. The final payment for the
Aspen trip is due by the Dec 7th
meeting which will be held at
7,30 in Engr. 132. All this and
more is brought to you by those
wild and crazy guys and gals of
SKI CLUB, SO gel CRAZY and
GOFOR 1711111

automotive

ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS. 461 S.
Bascom Ave., San Jose, CA
95128. 2960624 or 298 0625.
SPECIAL
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
1.0. CAD. If we don’t have it,
we’ll help you get 11 Be on our
private mailing list formonthly
specials.
’71

VW Super Beetle. New
upholstery, Perelli tires. Rebuilt
engine with 4,000 miles. Sunroof,
clean In and 000, 02.158, Call 2772305 (Norms). or 637.2535

’66 VW Fastback. Rebuilt engine.
Good buy 0075/brist offer. 354.
3426
’76 HONDA 550 Super Sport. dunStall
cafe fairing, dual Ham horns.
Michelin tires. $900 takes it. Call
249-5741.
’78

Automatic
HONDA Civic
transmission, sliding glass
sunroof. Like new Must sell.
S4.9Cdfirm. Katie, 20 7369

PLEASURABLE Oral
"UNIQUE
Builds
Exam Preparation
confidence and Command of
statistical results Call 14151 591
3023."
ACADEMY of Ballet, daily, $2.
Ballet, Scottish, Modern. 2905
Park Ann, Santa Clara. 295
5394,
SKI!! SKIERS, etc. Bedrooms with
private bath for rent in private
Sonora home. 30 miles from
skiing. $16 $22 per day. including
European breakfast. Emily our
fireplace with evening coffee or
tea Chuck or Ronda. 12091 532
8321

I

BUY your mother an SJSU
for
Cookbook
Associates’
Christmas $S at the Spartan
Contains your
Bookstore
favorite Prof’s favorite wife’s
favorite recipes.
)E RO MAJORS .be better pilots
whether you are alreadvy in
strurnent rated or working on it
Now you can benefit from in
strument training on our Pacer
11 flight simulators Join our
simulator club at low student
rate and train for 53 an hr. solo.
Call now for more information
and schedule a FREE demo
"ride" Air Simulator Training
Center Reid Hillview Airport.
926 6700

F xPERIENCE try getting a lob
without ID SCALE offers one to
three units, plus job experience
and valuable contacts or lust a
chance to test career aspirations
before your entire education is
internships are
wasted
available in $2 baccalaurate
REGISTER
degree areas
NOW SCALE is a free SJSU
Program
student community
277 510 Old Cafeteria building

for sale

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your Insurance needs:
AUTO, HOME,F IRE, HEALTH.
If you are not already with State
Farm, call for an appointment
at my Office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenient for you
on campus, your home or my
office Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL. MORT STAR,
553-3277 or 446 3649
SHREDDED foam rubber. 6.5 cents
lb. 293 2954.
KING Waterbed w/headboard and
heater. Like new. Used only 6
mos 512$ Call 20 7269 or 997
1007
HURRY! Buy new Balance 320
logging shoes tor Christmas
Men’s and women’s models! All
sizes, and the only shoe in all
widths from AA to EEE. Only
526.951 Call Rick at 371 4565
froM6 11 p.m.
BIKE Tire bale
539$ 2701 1/4
26x1 VC $299
131 E William
295 5824
LARGE
sale
fuss
6431,

2701 In 90 Psi.
gum wall, S3 25
Shaw’s Cycles,
St (near SJSUI,

full site refrigerator for
Exc cond., no frost, no
Half price at 590 Call 277
ask tor Larry

"BRENT" power potters wheel
sr/wedging Table, tools and
bats Would make a great Xmas
gift S200 Gary. 2668207 alter

help wanted

UNT FOR CASH. Be an
Inventory Taker. We have
several permanent part time
positions available for people
looking for year round extra
income Work on the average of
15 to 20 hrs. per week. All you
need is a good knowledge of
simple math and available to
work either EARLY MOB
NINGS and WEEKENDS; OR
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in and apply Mon. thru Fri
8:30 am to 5 pm. We train you.
Washington Inventory Service
2398 Walsh ave., Santa Clara
241 2563

FLEXIBLE Hours/Good Pay,
Aides/Ord, VISO/hr. LVN’s
55 62/hr. RN’s $0/hr. Some
experience required. Call 287
1749 for appt. New Horizons
Nursing Resources. 2775 Park
Ave, Santa Clara.
STUDENT NURSES
Part and full time. Pick your
days and shifts. American
Registry of Nurses. 2444
Moorpark Ave. 293-0112,
WEEKEND FUN!! Earn in? days
what most do ins. Sat Sun S100
300 easy Customers come to
Demonstrate nationally
you
famous non-stick cookware at
Flea Mart. HURRY!! Xmas
shoppers are here! Dan, 14151
652 4400, not, 500.
T u TOR WANTED
My two daughters seek female
tutor for high school courses.
293 3332.
OVERSEAS JOBS- Summcrifull
time. Europe. S. America,
Australia. Asia, etc. All fields.
1500-1200 mo, expenses paid,
sightseeing. Free info. Write:
International Job Center, Box
4490.513. Berkeley, Ca 94704.
COLLEGE students needing over
$100 per week for part time
work. Flexible hours, must be
neat, have car and phone. Call
Fuller Brush Co. 243-1121 for
interview appointment.
PART.TIME JOBS.BIG MONEY Accounting, Law or Pre.Law
preferred.
All
students
aggressive. articulate, hungry
students o.k. Need sales reps for
CPA/LSAT Cassette Home
Study Programs, Call Jim Dee
at Total tape, Inc. Toll Free 1
000/874 7599, In F lorida call
collect 9041/3764261. 1505 N.W.
16111 Ave., GaInsville, Fl. 32604
GARDENING COORDINATOR
Administer Spartan Gardens
Gardening Project at Mi Tierra
involve
Duties
Garden.
recruitment and supervision Of
studs, assigning of plots, and
Publicity. 15-70 hrs/wk, S2.95/hr.
Organic gardening experience a
must Appy office Of Student
Programs. next to the Spartan
Pub, or cell 277.21119.
AD SALES
Sales persons needed
for the Independent Weekly, the
Independent
new campus
newspaper. 20 percent coon
Call immediately.
mission
Contact Jim Schriver, 277 3171
days and 287 1015 eves.

I MESSENGER. 3 process servers,
over OR Own trans.. U.S citizen.
Call BETTER PROCESS, Ill
daily, 297.4664. Be ready to start
work today.
SECURITY OFFICER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Full and part time positions
Good Salary
Paid Insurance
Paid Vacation
Equipment and Training
Provided
Transportation and
Telephone Required
CALL
WELLS F AR GO GUARD
SERVICES
3036 Scott BouNvard
Santa Clam CA 95050
IMO 9114 NM
Equal Opportunity Erne AVE
SEMESTER BREAK JOBS we
have full time ions in office,
sales and warehousing for the
’no of Jan Apply now, start
work part time Immediately
Mrs Richard, 296 7395 or 2413
9042

TGI Friday’s Restaurant is now
lamed.
I eeeee towing
for
openings
in
kitchen
management and will discuss
future openings for current
students. Interviews will take
place on Thurs. and Fri. at TGI
Friday’s Cupertino Restaurant.
Applications now being ac
cepted. For advt.. call 257 2050.
VARIOUS positions available, SJSU
Nuclear Science Facility, Prefer
Science, Engineering. Business
majors, Chemistry Majors or
minors, grad students 10 plus
hours per week. $36.50 per hour.
LAB ASSISTANTS: Radiochem
option preferred, must take a
Radiation Safety Course, also
available fall ’79. RESEARCH
ASSISTANTS.
Perform
analyses and research on rant
funded projects, grad students
for research projects-NASA.
etc.
16
positions).
MINICOMPUTER PROGRA
MMER; Must have previous
FFORTRAN of
BASIC,
chemistry instrument interest,
minicomputer use taught
WORD
PROCESSOR
OPERATOR: 45 wpm typing,
previous
college
science
(Chemistry preferred). word
Processor 1114 taught. For more
information, apply DH 1110, 277
3290.
0I120 a day
3 hour work day
Job duration 5 days
Dec. 1016, 3:304.30
5 OPENINGS ONLY
No Sales
No Sex
No Bull
Phones answered 2.69m only
295-2025

HAPPY
SWEETCHEEKS
BIRTHDAY FROM YOUR
PUMPKIN PATCH

lost and found

6 silver rings lone wih turq.) Not
valuable, lust sentimental. Lft
In Wrrin’s rstrtn, 3rd fir Bus.
Tower 11/7/78. REWARD for
return no quest. asked Call
Carol 277 3409 UST 2581
LOST:
Black leather POLICE
DUTY GLOVES. Please retort
high sentimental value.
REWARD given. Call 287 9171
Ly msg. for Ricco.
LOST
A green "wilderness
experience" backpack and
zippered bookbag These con
fain many important notes and
books
If found, REWARD.
Please call Katie, 243 0185 or
985 2380.
FOUND Keys -in- 0-rd;rn case. 3rd
floor Ed. Claim In FO 207
Please pay for ad

personals

ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn to
and
interpret
calculate
horoscopes in small personalized
classes.
Clear,
organized instruction from
experienced teachers. Begin
ning and Advanced levels
available. Call DONNICE 0292
0986.
I NEED a ride to S.J. from Santa
Crop one day a week. Call Dr
Snyder, 277.3165.
I AM seeking a companion. I am
handicapped and have a minor
voice impediment. I like music.
concerts and lived blocks from
campus. Brian, 290 2300.

housing
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals, fireplace,
color TV, kitchen, maid seen,,
piano, game room, parking, 532
per week share, 545-50/wk
single. 202 So. 11th St. 3037374.
roommate
for
huge
NEED
Victorian. Greet SJ loc. Nor F,
nonomoker. $125util. Avail. Jan
1. 21176543 eve/wknd.
0210.
1
COTTAGEAPT..
bdrM./Skyllght. 5150 dep. 674 S.
9111. 292 1795. Keep trying.
2 WOMEN 2035.
to share new 3
bdrm, home near school. Must
be clean, responsIbk, 5150/mo.
ea. Incl, util, aqd dep. 377 7971.
ask for John.
FURNISHED APT: 2 bdrm clean.
quiet. All util. pd. 11275 plus dep
Near SJSU. Non sm
. 288
8356 eves.
FEMALE wanted to share a nice
apartment an Sloth St, sk/2 other
females. Rent $90/mo., plus 550
deposit. Call 295 9209.
MOUSING available for Xmas break
on campus. Kitchen facilities,
cupboard space, fireplace,
ample parking. 234 S. Ilth St.,
2750391,990.9707.
ROOM In nice, I born,., 1,1/2 be. 2
story home. W/W carpeting,
kitchen privileges. Non smoker,
no pets. 1 mile from SJSU. S130
plus Oil. Call Ted at 2063371
after 7p.m.
MEN ONLY: Rooms in quiet
Christian home Kitchen priv.,
near campus 0175 6th St

DEBBIE Ploske is the world’s most
awesome Pledge Mom! Love
your loins, Annelle and Marion.
ELECTOLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted
hair removed forever. Men and
women. 247.7486.
"LOVE IS WHAT YOU NEED" New
dating systsern. For free inform.
write DAWN, P.O. Box 6521, San
Jose. Ca 95150.
PART TIME work. Set your own
boors. Salaried while learning
business techniques Earnings
from sales average $100 $000
monthly.
WE MAY never pass this way again!
Is your family getting together
for the holidays? What better
time to make a beautiful color
portrait created by John? Call
269 7937 today for your con
venient appointment.
COL EEN Happy Birthday! You are
the cutest typist I’ve ever had
Mike.
SANTA CLAUS IS A NAZI and he
will commit MURDER and
MAYHEM in 1979 Have a nice
day The Psychopath
STUDENTS DO HAVE A SAY!!
mese sure your opinion is
heard! Tau Delta Phi requests
that all Tower List Prof.
evaluation cards be returned to
the Info Center in the 1st floor
lobby of the Student Union any
time before the next semester
REMEMBER, education is a
complete Tower List!!

TO MY WIFE BETTY C I BEG
FORGIVENESS FOR DOING
WHAT I DID, I LOVE YOU
MORE THAN AT THING OR
ANYONE IN THE WHOLE
WORLD, IT WILL NEVER
HAPPEN AGAIN. I LOVE
YOU
YOUR
LOVING
HUSBAND. NICK C.
TO MY DEAREST SUSAN, I hope
Your birthday makes you as
happy as you’ve made me. Love.
Robert
L W. You still make me happy after
15 Are we still pals? Love, Steve
e3

services
LOOKING for a WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER? images by
John are expressions of love;
soft, elegant, and understood by
everyone. For the finest wed
ding photography, call John
Paulson at 269 7937.
FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can
diddle. Group 510/mo. Private
020/mo. Call 287 5946
TYPING AND CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPTION. St page and
up. All work accurate and VOW.
read. IBM Selectric II, KITTY
CARTER 263.4525.
. _
TYPING Fast, Accurate, and
Reasonable too. Try me in West
San Jose. Please call Patty at
984 1642
PERSONAL Image Consultant. You
receive a 2 hour consultation
and portfolio detailing: a per
sonal color analysis, lyour
dynamite colors, about 70 colors
per person, 000 01 a set of 5001,
fabric and metal suggestions,
make up colors. personal style
description, how to use your
colors, how to look at the latest
fashions and tell what sort of
thing is yours and what isn’t, all
questions about your colors and
style answered. Dress for
Success Method also discussed
for men and women 540 corn.
;Pete. Call Carol at 247 2504,
5:30 I OOPM most evenings
TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast Phone
2694674,
TYPING Experienced in reports,
theses. resumes Prompt see
vice with accuracy guaranteed
IBM Sel 11.227 9525
TYPE term papers. theSes,
IBM
reports, manuscripts
Selectric Exp., fast Joye, 264
1029
TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE,
RELIABLE. Term papers.
reports, theses, letters.
resumes. etc. Correct form and
Turabian. Camp
editing.
bell/Ballou. etc. Call Barbara
Morgan, 252 2068 (No calls eeeee
9.30 p m., please/
TYPING. Thesis, research papers,
etc. Experienced. IBM Selec
Inc Evy 267-4683
academic
"E X PE R T
tY0110
Correcting Selectric typewriter.
Call Andrea. 923 4717."

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING.
10 percent Student Discount For
laundry needs:
all your
alterations, mending, washing,
dry, hung
Wash/fluff
ironing.
and/or folded. 40 cents/lb.
Pillows, blankets, rugs. sleeping
bags, leathers, suedes. hats.
One day service. Open 0 5 30,
Mon Sat. ACE LAUNDRY. 0th
and E William (next to Togo’s)
293 7220.

TYPING Reports, term papers,
manuscripts. Barbara Weiman.
2641700.

AND
PRESS
ATLAS
BOOKSTORE Offset printing
and rubber stamps. Gay and
feminist books and records and
periodicals. 3205 3rd 289 1088
_

MS

Typing 20 yrs exp. all kinds IBM
Corr, Select, Blossom Hill Area
Call Kathie 578 1216.

BERKELEY. "For All Your
Typing Needs." BERKELEY is
pleased to announce its final
session hours. BERKELEY’.
Now serving the SJSU campus
from 9 a.m. 5 p.m. hi F and 10 5
on weekends. PHONE: 292 6259
or come by 122 E. San Salvador
S.J.
downtown
St.
in
BERKELEY I 1 block up from
the sc ience bldg.)

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS BY
MAIL. Send sample and 55 to B.
Krieger, 90 Day St., H19, Clifton,
New Jersey 07011 iMENSA
MEMBER).

PROOF READING. 75 cents per
Palle. Have your grammar and
Call
punctuation corrected
Catherine at 294 0637 between 9
am. 2 p.m.. MWF.

T E RM papers/thesis typed. St PIM.
IBM Selectric with various type
balls. V. Norris, 727 1035

TERM papers and theses typed and
edited. Social Science and
Humanities preferred. IBM
Selectric. Mary, 244 5252 19 51.
TYPING. Professional. reasonable
rates Special rates for over 25
Pages Call 261 0194

SPECIAL S16.50 tune up now 513 SO
thru Dec. with this ad All the
adjustments your neglected bike
needs Parts extra No discount
house bikes please
Shaw’s
Lightweight Cycles. 131 E
William St., 295 $0824
EXP, typist in Capbell/Turabian
will fel,’ for you IBM Set It
Correctable Nan, 262 1399

EXPERIENCED Typist SI/page
and up Jean, 377 5855 Fast and
accurate
EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers, etc. Fast ser
vice 75 cents/pg. Sheila, 279
0129
TYPING, Professional, fast service.
Student rates. Call Jeannie, 274
1975

stereo
MPM IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND.
UNIQUE sound Superior design
and craftmanship All this plus
We
an unlimited warranty
specialize in custom loud
speakers lor stereo, musical
instruments, and PA We build
to your spec it ications within a
’price range you choose Or if you
prefer, select from our standard
models Give us a listen before
making that final decision We’ll
change your mind For more
into, call 066 8969 anytime and
ask for Mike or Lee MPM
CUSTOM SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AUDIO ENTERPRISES is your
consumer electronics buying
service with the widest selection
of the highest fidelity at the
lowest prices 287 name brands!
Audio equipment for the home,
car. stage or studio TVs. VCRs.
videogarnes. projection TV All
items new with full mfg
warranty, plus an optional 5 Yr
Parts and labor Free record
cleaner w/any system, tree
setup and advice All at the
lowest prices anywhere! For
more info/price quotes. call 255
5550, M F. 3 IS, anytime
weekends Ask for Ken Now
recommending the incredible
MPM Custom Speaker Systems
A.E. DEMO SALE ESS Amt IB
reS1, $900. 14525/Pr. Order now in
time for Xmas. Hurry. Prices
are going up every other week!
ATTENTION: COMING SOON!
MICROCUMPUTERS111
WANT Dynaco 70 amp.
eves Working or not

trawl
TRAVEL SALE
The air fare war is on!! We
represent all the options with no
bias Let us help you with your
Plans. it costs you nothing extra
to work with a travel agent
Travel services available
Laker’s "Sky Trait." All
charters Eurail
Pass
Britrail. International Student
identity
Card Youth
Hostel Student flights to Asia.
AlriCa, Asutralia and Middle
East from Europe. Charter
flights to Hawaii: Mexico
travel. Hard to find travel
books. Luggage, maps. back
packs and other travel aids
TRIP and TRAVEL Planning
Company
Charter
Travel
Specialists 444 E William St
(10th and Williams sts , down
front Togo’s). Say Jose. CA
95117 14081292 1613 M F. lam
6pm. Sat . lOarn 3prn
FREE TRAVEL CATALOG We’re
CIEE, the number one non
travel
Profit
student
organization For over 30 years
we’ve arranged low cost Intrntl
travel for the academic corn
mortify We operate weekly
charter flights to N V ifrom
5991. to Paris or Zurich IS760,
and rep all other charter
operators We err also the
ticketing center for SA TA
student nights within Europe
Asia. Africa and Australia
Other CIEE travel services
include Eurail and Britrad
Passes issued while you wait.
Intern?’ Stud. Cards, work and
study programs, student tours
and treks. and travel books and
maps Call or stop by for your
FREE copy of our winter
catalog CIEE Travel Services
236 N Santa Cruz Ave Los
Gatos 354 5147M F 9 6
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Student airs morning show

by Paul Churn

Carol Bland

By Lori Hayes
And that’s Carol
Bland with KEZR morning
news."
One of the unseen faces
behind radio news baiongs
to Carol Bland, SJSU
journalism junior.
From -6 to 10 a.m.
Monday through Friday,
Bland reads, writes and
assembles the news for
KEZR-FM radio.
news
The
first
program, aired at 6:40
a.m., is -just a rewrite of
the San Josel Mercury,"
she said. She also uses four
or five stories from the
newswire, which she reads
when she arrives at the
station.
Choosing which stories
to include is not a difficult
task for Bland, who said
most stories "I can throw
out the window."
The radio station’s
"whole format is easy. The
news corresponds to the
format."
They don’t want
violence."
The idea, she said, is
not to wake listeners up
with loud music and
violence.
Although she is a
journalist,
practicing
Bland is quick to say she is
not a professional.
"I have a very definite
idea of what a professional
is," she said.
"Professionals don’t
stumble or hesitate over
words," she said, recalling
a phrase that once gave her
trouble.
When rewriting an
article one morning, she
came across the phrase

Paper to focus on cutbacks

Sean Silverthorne, 24, was
named yesterday as spring editor
of the Spartan Daily.,
Silverthorne was selected by
Journalism Department
a
screening committee. His selection was preceded by a vote of the
Daily staff in which Silverthorne
won over fellow candidates
Christine Lewis and Lisa M.
Young.
"I’m really looking forward
to the challege of co-ordinating
the ( editorial) staff and the
advertising staff to make a good
product," the new editor said.
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by Jobb Scanlon

Sean Silverthorne

senior
a
Silverthorne,
majoring in journalism and
been
at
science,
has
political
SJSU three semesters. This
semester, he covered the
university administration for the
Daily.
Before coming to SJSU,
Silverthorne attended the College
of San Mateo and UC-Davis.

He served as editor of the
campus newspaper at College of
San Mateo. At UC-Davis, he was
a senior city staff writer on the
"Aggie."
Silverthorne
Daily as both a
for
perience"
students and a
formation for
community.

described the
"learning exjournalism
source of inthe campus

"In that sense, it’s not a
student, but a campus paper: he
said.
Next semester, the Daily will
carry extensive coverage of
government budget cutbacks and
their effect on SJSU, Silverthorne
said.
The paper will focus on such
issues as possible faculty layoffs,
declining enrollment and the
administration’s response to
Governor Brown’s budget cutting
proposals, Silverthorne added.

spartaguide
Flying Twenty will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in the
Aeronautics Building, AB 107.

Career Planning and Placement will meet at 2
p.m. today in the S.U. Umunhum Room. Topic will be
"Summer Jobs, Where and How in ’79.

Human Resource Administration Club will meet at
2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Business Tower, room 051.
Internship programs with local personnel departments
will be discussed.

Students for Justice will meet at 1 p.m. tomorrow
in the Afro Studies Office conference room.

She also admires
Valerie Coleman, Channel
7 anchorwoman and SJSU

3 1121

}Overnight
o minimum

XEROX 9400 &
IBM COPIERS

Also Al

481 E San Carlos
295-5511

Get the edge! Prepare to take the

GRE%
Geaduate Record Exam
20, 37, Feb. 3, 10, 17, 1979

SaltUrCidyS, Jar:.

Bland
expects
to
graduate next December.
In the meantime she
continues
her
busy
schedule of work at KEZR,
a part-time job at a local
department store and a
normal class load.

Spartan
Daily
Classified
They
give
You
a

Jump
on
Xmas.

9 are. 12 30 p.m., Business Classroom 003. SJSU camp:,
Total cost is $55 including materials

TUCS-WED
ALLEN, BOGEY and KEATON

For further information:
Off ice of Continuing Education
Journalism Classroom Bldg 1368
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
14081 277.2182

PLAY IT
AGAIN SAM
9:25
BOGEY and BACALL in

THE
BIG SLEEP
7:15

San Jose State University

STUDENTS PROGRAM
PRESENTS:

BOARD

P,"4/19

6e/tel

Oqin Donize
PS

"The Tutor in a Tangle"
FREE
Tuesday, December 5
8pm, in the S U Ballroom
Noon Teaser in the
Amphitheater

SANGRIsfi&
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-Valerie Coleman is an
excellent example of what
can come out of SJSU,"
Bland praised.

123 S 3rd Street
295-033%

TONIGHT IS SANGRIA TUESDAY!

33S Central. THE FACTORY Campbell

graduate.

kinkol copies

1
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expires
Dec. 1 3

"She’s a top notch
news woman," Bland
added. "She’s brainy."

Campus Ministry at SJSU will host a
Student/Faculty Breakfast at 7:30 a.m. tomorrow at
Jonah’s Wail, in the basement of the Campus Christian
Center, So. Tenth and San Carlos. Speaker is Fr. Larry
Largente, speaking on "Some Reflections on the
Church and University." Breakfast is free. For
reservations call 298-0204.

SJSU Military Science Department will show the
film: -How To Say No To A Rapist and Survive," at
11 30 a.m, today in the A.S. Council Chambers of the
Student Union.

aninsub

"She’s really a lady I
admire. She’s got a lot of
grace but she’s not flamBarbara
like
boyant
Walters.

Career Planning and Placement will hold an Assertiveness for Job Hunting class at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Business Classroom 300.

Christian Science Organization will meet at 3:30
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan Room.

sofotiicgink

is

Asian American Studies will present "The Hanaski
Players" on radio station KSJS, stereo 91, today at 5:30
p.m.

SJSU Chicano Business Students Association will
hold an "Election Meeting" at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the S.U. Pacheco Room.

riAturi:
SUB sasiowscsailirBEER
FREE

broadcast journalist
Jessica Savitch.

Phi Beta Lambda will meet at 6 p.m. today in the
Business Classroom Building, room 001.

Baptist Student Union will meet at 2:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Pacheco Room.

It 1.4,
tre

person on the SJSU
television news program
"Update" which airs every
Saturday at 4:30 on
Channel 54.
"Update" is put
together on Thursday
nights, and often members
stay after midnight
working out the timing on
stories, editing film and
the news
sequencing
stories. The program is
taped on Fridays.
The news anchor
position rotates among the
staff members, she said,
although to be anchor
person one must attend
class every day in addition
to the Thursday night
session.
"We try to keep our
show very visual."
The format, she said, is
modeled after San Francisco’s KGO Channel 7
news program.
Bland said her favorite

SCALE will hold a recruitment session in the SJSU Old
Cafeteria building from 10:30 a.m. to 1230 p.m.
tomorrow for recreation students interested in earning
units and in doing internships during the spring
semester.

SJSU Reading Lab will hold a mini -course in Exam
Preparation from 5 - 6 p.m. today in the Education
Building, room 235.
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Spring Daily editor selected

"

"bedroom community."
She wasn’t positive of its
meaning but left the word
in her story anyway. After
her newscast a disc jockey
asked on the air, "Carol,
what is a bedroom community?"
"I was ready to jump
out the window," she said.
She managed to answer
the
question
somewhat correctly, she
said, although she got lots
of calls from listeners
correcting her.
"Now I don’t write a
story I don’t know about
just to make sure I know
what I’m saying."
Bland has been with
KEZR since July, when
while doing her internship
with radio KXRX, which
shares a building with
KEZR, she heard there was
an opening for a woman
broadcaster on the morning news.
"I’m fascinated with
news," she said.
Bland eventually hopes
to work in television news.
She is currently anchor

Come in for dinner at Los Pericos tonight,
and ask for our SANGRIA TUESDAY SPECIAL.
What is the SPECIAL? Well, it’s all the glasses
of Sangria you can drink at 50C each
So, when you come in and order, he sure and ask for
the SANGRIA SPECIAL
It really is special, as is everything at Los Pericos.

Why,
You
Could
Even
Sell
Your
Pole!

